Books for kids by type. Per request, I have added suggested age ranges for reference. However, every child is different, and some may enjoy picture books at older ages. In fact, I still love picture books as an adult! Other children may be early readers and diving into chapter books at a young age. Baby Books and Short Chinese Picture Books (Age 0-5 years). Long Chinese Picture Books (Age 3-8 years). Good Chinese textbooks for children can raise the interest and provide the interactivity to engage and involve the students in the learning process. Indeed a good textbook can raise the interest of students and provide the interactivity to engage and involve the students in the learning process. When choosing a Chinese textbook, we need to consider the purpose and the age/level of the student. Here is a list of selected, highly-regarded Chinese textbooks for children based on the audience and learning outcome. Mainland China, Chinese-American and Hong Kong/Cantonese themes ONLY, please. Pre-reader and early-reader children's PICTURE books only, please. NO juvenile/teens/young adult lit. Score. Great children's books about preparing for a new sibling in Chinese and English. Diverse families, realistic pictures, and positive stories! Chinese Picture Chinese Book Chinese English English Book Learn Chinese Books For Moms New Books Good Books Positive Stories. 10 Kids Books About Preparing for New Baby Sibling in Chinese and English. Great children's books about preparing for a new sibling in Chinese and English. Diverse families, realistic pictures, and positive stories!